It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection
Framework (Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those
responsible for governors all understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that
enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can
articulate their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate
the outcomes which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the
same three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should use
the Primary PE and sport premium to:
• Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
• Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an effective way
of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and sport premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the impact it has on pupils’
PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the summer term or by 31st July 2021 at the latest.
** In the case of any under-spend from 2019/20 which has been carried over this must be used and published
by 31st March 2021.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website throughout the year. This evidences
your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must
be posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the 31st July 2021. To see an example of
how to complete the table please click HERE.
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Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Please note: Although there has been considerable disruption in 2020 it is important that you publish details on your website of how you spend the funding this is a legal requirement.
N.B. In this section you should refer to any adjustments you might have made due to Covid-19 and how these will influence further improvement.
Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:
1: To improve the quality of teaching and learning in PE and Sport at Yarnfield.
To support teachers’ and teaching assistants’ professional learning in PE and
Sport.
Actions:
• Class teachers to plan, deliver and assess all PE lessons.
• Staff questionnaires to be completed to allow for relevant CPD to be
given.
• Provide relevant CPD to class teachers and support staff in PE.
• Specialist coaching and team teaching for class teachers.
• GetSet4PE scheme to be used to improve planning and teaching.
Impact:





Pupils demonstrated increased fitness and improved stamina in sports.
Staff are more confident teaching and planning PE lessons.
Children now enjoy their lessons. This was reflected in the feedback
gathered from Pupil Voice.
Children have more positive attitudes towards physical activity.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2: To develop the school’s curriculum and extra curriculum provision

Actions:
• Timetable has been revised to ensure broad and balanced PE
provision.
• GetSet4PE scheme is used to ensure a broad and balanced PE
curriculum is delivered.
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•
•
•

Continue to embed ‘Marathon Kids’ and ensure pupils are given the
opportunity to run at least three times a week. Announce classes who
have travelled the furthest distance during assemblies.
To ensure that pupils have two hours of Physical Education timetabled
in a week. That comprises of one hour inside and one hour outside.
Teachers to continue to follow PE scheme ‘GetSet4PE’ which is
progressive in sports and skills across the school.
Develop intra-school competitions so that all pupils across the year
have regular opportunities to compete against each other.
Introduce swimming lessons to lower KS2 and increase the percentage
of pupils able to swim more than 25m.
Introduce a wider variety of sports clubs afterschool that will appeal to
a broad range of pupils (dance, yoga, karate etc).
Apply and achieve bronze level accreditation for the ‘School Games
Mark Award’
Introduce new sports into the curriculum, for example Outdoor
Adventurous Activities and volleyball.
Provide quality CPD for staff to further improve the quality of PE
lessons.
Compete in more competitive competitions outside of school.
Provide opportunities and rewards for the non-sporting participants to
participate in extra-curricular activities.

•

Active learning incorporated within all lessons to further contribute to
the government’s ’30 active minutes’.
• Increased the breadth of activities on offer in order to increase pupil
engagement e.g. dance, tennis, OOA, tag rugby.
• Cross trust health and well-being days.
• Intensive swimming lesson course completed by Year 5 and Year 6.
Impact:
• Pupils access a broad and balanced PE curriculum.
• Selected children attended a Birmingham sporting competition and
competed against other Birmingham schools.
• Pupils now have a better understanding of physical and mental health.
• The number of pupils who can swim 25m has increased by 40% on last
year.
3: To encourage participation and success in competitive sport, and in
particular improve the engagement, participation of disadvantaged pupils
Actions:
• Implementation of ‘Marathon Kids’ for all year groups.
• The range of activities on offer extended following feedback from
pupils.
• A greater emphasis placed on teaching pupils’ PE skills and team
building during lessons.
• Pupil’s self-manage and practice PE skills.
• PE kits purchased for all pupils from Reception to Year 6.
• New PE equipment to be purchased.
Impact:
• Sports activities during lunch and break times has improved the profile
of PE.
• Pupils now run on a regular basis which has increased pupil fitness.
 Number of pupils attending after school sports club has increased on
last year.


Quality of PE lessons have improved due to having suitable equipment.
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Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
N.B Complete this section to your best ability. For example you might have practised safe self-rescue techniques on
dry land.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at
least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving primary school
at the end of the summer term 2020.

No swimming due to Covid-19
restrictions.

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl, backstroke No swimming due to Covid-19
and breaststroke?
restrictions.

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations?

No swimming due to Covid-19
restrictions.

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and sport premium to provide additional provision for swimming but this
must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this way?

No SP used for additional swimming –
No swimming due to Covid-19
restrictions.
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Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2020/21

Total fund allocated: £21,220

Date Updated: July 2021

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officers guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
£7,300 - 34%
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Funding
allocated:

Continue to provide a range of
Purchase new playground equipment See expenditure
opportunities that promote pupils’
for use within structured play activities at the end of this
physical activity before, within and after at break and lunch times.
plan.
the school day.
Continue to offer a variety of sporting
Marathon Kids to be continued to allow opportunities for all children before,
the children to be physically active for at within and after the school day.
least 30 minutes per day.
Continue to embed Marathon Kids and
Whole school health and well-being days all pupils to take part in Marathon Kids
to help promote and understand the
at least three times a week. New
importance of being physically active for Marathon Ambassadors to be trained
at least 30 minutes per day.
to be role models for the children and
input and collate data into the
Active learning within the classroom to Marathon Kids website.
provide cross-curricular links to PE.
Swimming lessons are to begin with
Ensure 2 hours of Physical Education is Year 6 from January 2021.
timetabled every week.
Gather pupil’s opinions on after school
sporting activities. Identify and target
pupils (SEND/girls) who are underrepresented currently to participate in
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Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Regular physical activity resulted in
an increase in pupil fitness and also
their mental well-being. Evidenced
through distance travelled in
Marathon Kids and pupil voice.

Use fitbits and Marathon app to
encourage pupils to take part in
regular physical inside and
outside of school.

Swimming not occurred due to
Covid-19 restrictions.

Regular pupil questionnaires and
pupil voice to ensure that clubs
and after school activities are
engaging for all pupils.

Children participated in physical
activity every day during lockdown
Assemblies to encourage
through active tasks beings set
children’s engagement in physical
every day for the children to
complete. This included video links activity.
such as Joe Wicks.
Catch up on swimming needed
due to Covid-19 restrictions.
Health and well-being days
improved pupils understanding of
how to stay healthy both physical
and mentally. Evidenced through
pupil voice.
Target groups attending clubs will

these clubs.

be evidenced through club
attendance and pupil voice – Clubs
not happened due to Covid-19
restrictions.

Organise health and well-being days in
order to promote the importance of
keeping fit and healthy once a term.

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Target specific children to attend after- Continue with current successful
See expenditure
school clubs (SEND/girls).
initiatives implemented within school at the end of this
(intra-school and inter-schools
plan.
Continue to raise the profile of Physical competitions and sports events, mental
Education so that pupils succeed in
health and physical well-being
sport.
initiatives and swimming
opportunities).
Plan regular Trust Health and well-being
days.
Physical Education display board to be
updated regularly to display clubs,
Apply and work towards AfPE quality
Marathon Kids and achievements.
mark.
Give children more opportunities to
Utilise the Sport Premium effectively to compete competitively against other
impact on all 5 key indicators.
schools.
o
o
o
o
o

Apply for the next AfPE quality mark.
The next 3 submission dates are:
26th February 2021
25th June 2021
26th November 2021
Celebrate Yarnfield’s sporting success by
displaying medals and achievements.
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Percentage of total allocation:
£3,200 - 15%

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Due to the high number of Covid
Pupils to share sporting
cases within the school, after school achievements that they do
clubs were unable to run.
outside of school.
During remote dedicated non screen Explore visits/workshops from a
activities and days led to the
range of sporting role models. E.g
development of PE knowledge and visits from footballers, cricketers
skills has allowed pupils to have a
and dancers.
better understanding of mental
health and well-being. All year
AfPE quality mark to be applied
groups ensured that all pupils had a for in 2021-2022 academic year
daily physical activity timetabled.
(next submission date is 26th
November 2021).
The school sports ambassadors are
role models to pupils and have
Pupils to attend sporting events,
inspired them to improve their
including Commonwealth
fitness and love of sport.
Swimming did not happen due to
Covid-19 restrictions.
.

Sharing
achievements
through
assemblies and sharing information with
parents and carers through the
newsletter and twitter.
Purchase new
equipment.
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sports

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
5, 550 - 26%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Use coaching methodology to
To further develop staff’s expertise so
Staff questionnaires to be completed See expenditure Teachers deliver PE sessions with
share and develop best practice
that they are able to deliver high quality, by teaching staff to be able to provide at the end of this confidence and as consequence,
among staff during CPD training.
pupils acquire the knowledge and
engaging sessions.
support and CPD where needed.
plan.
skills appropriate for their age.
(School monitoring).
Support staff with planning so that they Physical Education CPD to be
Staff to continue to work with
ensure pupils gain the relevant
attended by all staff.
Ninestiles HAL and the Trust
knowledge and skills and acquire subject
Staff supported through planning and Health and Well-Being Trust
specific vocabulary.
Use of sports staff to team-teach and
delivery using GetSet4PE scheme.
Network
model effective teaching of Physical
Valuing and supporting the development Education. This will develop their skills
Pupils achieve well in PE due to high Staff to develop own CPD by
of the Physical Education subject lead to to PE teaching through observation. It
quality provision (pupil voice)
working with specialist teacher of
ensure PE is led effectively across the
will also help with the use of subject
PE across the Trust
school.
specific vocabulary and allow
Teachers and pupils use correct PE
modelling and demonstration of
terminology. This contributes
Disseminate learning from CPD
Physical Education subject lead to assess correct sporting techniques to be
positively towards pupils’ broader
events through staff briefings.
what is going well and what needs
done effectively.
language development. (Pupil voice,
improving in terms of teaching and
staff voice, school monitoring)
delivery of PE lessons throughout the
Team-teach observations to occur and
Continue with team-teaching
school.
constructive feedback to be given.
Active-learning within the classroom observations as a way of
providing constructive feedback.
is being used across a variety of
Provide CPD on active-learning to
Continue to use and adapt GetSet4PE
subjects. This means there are strong
successfully incorporate PE into the
scheme.
cross-curricular links between PE and Yoga and mindfulness to become
classroom to further increase crosspart of the curriculum and
other subjects which are being
curricular links.
Physical Education subject lead to use
successfully incorporated. (Pupil voice contributes positively towards
pupil voice to discuss their PE lessons
pupils’ mental health and welland teacher discussions).
and ascertain their knowledge and
being
understanding of the subject.
Staff who need additional support are
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to observe PE sessions in other Trust
schools, including secondary sessions
taught by subject specialist.

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Extend the range of sports on offer,
including unusual sporting activities.

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Work with external sporting providers See expenditure
to offer a broader experience to
at the end of this
pupils. E.g. Contact BMX Academy to plan.
Increase the uptake of and participation work with children in school – on
in after school activities – with a
recommendation by other Physical
particular focus on target groups
Education leads, boxing and judo
(SEND/disadvantaged and girls).
Continue to provide popular after
A wider variety of sports to be offered to school activities such as football,
pupils through the teaching of the PE
multi-sports and cricket. As well as
curriculum.
increasing the range of activities
provided.
Continue with the use of GetSet4PE
scheme to teach core sports during
Physical Education lessons.
Continue to have active sports such as
table tennis, bowling and yoga during
breakfast club.
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Percentage of total allocation:
£3,750 18%
Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:
After school activities not occurred
due to Covid-19 restrictions.

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Promote activities and clubs
through twitter and school
newsletter. Celebrate pupil
Attitudes towards sports and physical achievements in these activities.
activities have improved during PE
lessons. Pupils from targeted groups Involve pupils in the choice of
are keen to try new sports and
new clubs and after school
activities within guidelines.
activities.
Monitored through pupil voice.
Explore further opportunity for
Pupils engage in activities set up by pupils to participate at sporting
play leaders in play times and lunch stadiums and venues.
times. Monitored through pupil voice.
Provide further enrichment time
for activities such as cheerleading
and archery.

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:
£1,420 - 7%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Increase the number of pupils who take
part in inter and cross-school
competitions. Ensure that targeted
groups are also taking part.

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Increase the number of in-school
See expenditure
competitions by arranging class
at the end of this
against class competitions and
plan.
tournaments within year groups.
These will be KS1 mini games and KS2
Celebrate and reward pupils for taking sports based on current sports learnt
part in sports activities and competitions during Physical Education lessons.
in assemblies.
Competition information to be clearly
Keep competition Physical Education
displayed on Physical Education
information board up to date.
board.
Arrange transport to ensure the
attendance of external events.
Cross-school competitions to be
entered in the local area and against
other Trust primary schools.
Some after-school clubs to be
dedicated to tournament practice,
tournament participations and intraschool competitions.
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Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

More pupils participating in
Develop inter-school and crosscompetitive sports within PE lessons. school competitions not occurred
due to Covid-19.
Inter-school and cross-school
competitions not occurred due to
Covid-19.
Monitor and review amount of
competitions taking place in each
term.
Celebrate all sporting
achievements within assemblies.
Provide pupils with plenty of
opportunities to participate
within competitive sport.

Item

Estimated Cost

Specialist coaching/team teaching

£5000

After school clubs and tournaments

£4000

Swimming (Year 5 & 6)

£1500

Playground & Sports equipment

£4000

£4000

Marathon Kids

£300

£300

GetSet4PE Scheme renewal

£550

£550

Fitbits

£500

Medal/certificates

£420

External Sporting providers and facilities

£3750

Tournaments/transport

£1200

TOTAL COST

£21,220

TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE CARRIED OVER TO
2021-2022 ACADEMIC YEAR

Signed off by
Head Teacher: Davinder Jandu
Date:

19.07.2021

Subject Leader: Rebecca Hudson
Date:

19.07.21

Governor:

Marilyn Mottram

Date:
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Actual Cost
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£4,850

£21,220 – £4,850 = £16,370

